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CCD TECHNOLOGY

the receiving element (PSD or CCD) and coupled with linearization and additional signal ... There is no other information that the PSD element can provide. 
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CCD TECHNOLOGY



The “ CURE” for the common Triangulation Laser



Martin Dumberger Technical Director 3200 Glen Royal Rd Raleigh NC 27617 ph: 919 787 9707 fax:919 787 9706 [email protected]



The twenty five year history of the triangulation laser is marked by many disappointed customers and unsolved measurement applications. The introduction of laser triangulation sensors to the marketplace was originally seen as a revolutionary approach to non-contact measurement based on increased standoff from the target and the ability to look at a wide variety of target materials without the effects of averaging common to field sensors. Application possibilities seemed to be endless at the point of introduction. Engineers soon came to realize that “the real world” performance of laser triangulation sensors was something less than the manufacturers performance specifications promised. Lost in the enthusiasm to use this new promising technology was the fact that manufacturers specifications were based on a white, perfectly aligned target in a static condition. Unfortunately not many “ real world” applications exist where the target is white, static and perfectly perpendicular. It became clear that different or changing colors, different or changing surface texture or a tilted and/or moving target resulted in performance that was less than the stated specifications of the laser. Reduced resolution and linearity, increased cosine error, and even instability or signal loss were direct results of these application issues. The active technology driving these application demons for the last twenty-five years is referred to as “ PSD” ( Position Sensitive Device ) technology in the industry. Laser triangulation sensors determine the position of a target by measuring reflected light from the target surface. A transmitter (laser diode) projects a light spot onto the target. The light is reflected off the target and focused via an optical lens system onto a light sensitive device built into the sensor head, called a receiving element. If the target changes its position from the reference point the position of the projected spot on the detector changes as well. The signal conditioning electronics of the laser detects the spot position on the receiving element (PSD or CCD) and coupled with linearization and additional signal processing (digital or analog) provides a proportional output signal (digital or analog) to the position of the target. (See Fig.1)



CCD or PSD



• Measurement Range: Distance over which the sensor can provide valid displacement readings (+/-mm of the reference distance) • Reference distance: Distance between the sensor housing and the center of the measuring range • Spot size: Diameter of visible laser spot within the measurement range • Frequency response (analog) / measurement rate (digital) How fast the laser can provide valid readings and keep up with the moving target • Resolution: Smallest detectible change in movement of the target • Accuracy: Difference between measured position and the actual position (typical the linearity given in % [FSO]) of the target.



Fig1. Laser triangulation



The most critical component in the optical triangulation system is the light receiving element : The Position Sensitive Device (PSD) or the Charged Coupled Device (CCD). PSD-Triangulation has been the core technology available for most of the past twenty-five years and therefore it is the predominant technology offered by the various manufacturers of industrial laser displacement sensors. It has been typical that only under ideal conditions will PSD-sensors perform according to their specifications. In order to provide repeatable and accurate measurements the following application parameters become extremely critical. -



Good target alignment (perpendicularity) No stray or secondary reflections from the target No change of the target reflectivity (color or surface texture change) Consistent ideal Gauss distributed diffuse reflection Target can not absorb to much light (black), approximately 40% reflectivity required Target can not be too shiny Ambient light < 10,000 Lx



To understand why the PSD laser sensor has such problems we have to take a closer look at how the sensing element works.



PSD (Position Sensing Device) PSD’s are analog detectors that rely on a current generated in a photodiode divided into one or two resistive layers. The amount of current from each output is proportional to the reflected light spot position on the detector. If the reflected light spot is in the middle of the detector the two analog outputs will be equal and as it moves from the center the two outputs change proportionally. See Fig.2



Active detector area



Spot position = (X1-X2) / (X1+X2)



Fig. 2 The PSD receiver will find the position of the center of the average light quantity distribution. There is no other information that the PSD element can provide. If surface conditions, target texture or tilt should change, the shape of the light spot will also change. This change in light spot shape will then change the center of light distribution, which induces a change in output of the PSD element even though the true “z” position of the target has not changed. (see Fig. 3) Another consideration is that PSD systems are very sensitive to light intensity. This is inherent in the detector. The effect of this sensitivity is that if the light intensity changes while the spot position remains the same it will result in an output change. This is the net effect when you have a change in color in your target.



Fig. 3



CCD (Charged Couple Device) The first general purpose high speed CCD (charged coupled device) lasers were introduced in Europe in 1993. They have evolved over time to where the state of the art CCD receiving elements in combination with powerful DSP signal processors can now measure what PSD elements where supposed to measure for the last twenty-five years. They can measure accurately on almost any target surface or color. Target alignment is also a non-issue. Effects of stray and secondary reflections are eliminated as the CCD element works as a function of only light intensity and not on light quantity as well, as is true with the PSD element. For sensor stability as little as only 1% diffuse reflectivity is necessary, so black and shiny targets do not present the serious problems of the past. The CCD element used is a digital pixelized array detector. It has 1024 discrete voltages representing the amount of light on each pixel of the detector. A CCD element detector can carry 1024 x 1024 pieces of light intensity information. With the help of a powerful DSP signal processor we are able to completely “view” the intensity distribution of the imaged spot. Image processing is then incorporated for linear triangulation measurement. (see Fig.4)



Fig. 4 The post data processing of the intensity distribution makes it possible to overcome almost all of the problems of non-ideal targets. The DSP reads only the light intensity, and therefore finds the one single pixel with the highest light intensity and uses a sophisticated algorithm to perform sub pixel resolution by interpreting the light intensity of the adjacent pixels. The technology of thresholding is used to discard unwanted information about stray and secondary reflections, which in the past with PSD would change the output. This technique also helps to eliminate any optical or electrical noise. Smart CCD sensors also use closed loop control to adjust the power of the transmitting laser according to the amount of reflected light from the target. A constant light quantity for the sensing element can be achieved regardless of the target color. The best CCD laser triangulation sensors currently available can accomplish all of this in real time at 10kHZ.



Smart displacement sensors with CCD technology have revolutionized the scope of applications for triangulation sensors. The CCD sensors overcome almost all of the application problems that PSD lasers have not been able to solve. As an example, customers now have the option of using Class II CCD technology lasers to replace Class III PSD technology lasers and get better performance on their application and eliminate the safety issues associated with Class III lasers. It is important for those customers disappointed in the performance of their PSD technology lasers and any future customers of laser triangulation in general to review the revolutionary advancements in performance now available with CCD lasers. The use of CCD technology now allows laser triangulation to be applied as it was intended twenty-five years ago.
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LASER PROFILING CCD vs PSD
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CCD TECHNOLOGY 

The light is reflected off the target and focused via an optical lens system onto a light sensitive device built into the sensor head, called a receiving element.
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What is the difference between PSD and CCD sensor technology 

Jul 12, 2007 - PSD (Position Sensing Detector) is an opto-electronic device which ... device) is a sensor consisting of an integrated circuit containing an a.
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ccd 0001709 
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CCE CCD 

transparent 15 mm transparent polycarbonate, which gives a fantastic panoramic view and very nice design. These doors are standard delivered with a stainless.
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ccd 0002653 
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CCD CAMERA 

acquisition speeds up greatly and gives you greater sensitivity to see faint out-of- ... Camera Settings â€“ Allows you to set the fan speed to high, medium or low for.
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ccd 0001588 
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ccd 0001584 
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ccd 0001588 
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CCE CCD 

Crystal-Clear pendeldeuren types CCE-CCD zijn uitgevoerd met deurbladen ... Crystal Clear-PendeltÃ¼ren Typs CCE-CCD sind ausgefÃ¼hrt mit TÃ¼rblÃ¤tter in.
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ccd 0001459 
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CCD Linear 

cm2, which is based on the energy in the associated wavelength band, may be more appropriate ..... When, for instance, A4 size paper (whose short side length.
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ccd 0002113 
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ccd 0001447 
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ccd 0001420 
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ccd 0001593 
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ccd 0001435 
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ccd 0002235 
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ccd 0001607 
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ccd camera 

DÃ‰FINITION DE LA VALEUR DE CONSIGNE DE LA TEMPÃ‰RATURE. PG 16- .... maintenir la con signe de tempÃ©rature lors de l'imagerie. 10. ..... de dos formas:.
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TECHNOLOGY 

Waste from the agricultural and fisheries animal-slurry sectors. â€¢ WWTP (waste water treatment plant) sludges. â€¢ Organic fraction of urban waste. â€¢ Energy crops.
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CCD Imaging Software 

time, the installer will inform you that your free upgrades have expired. ..... If the image does not fit within the screen area, click the Zoom Out button on the ...... therefore suppresses â€œimpulsiveâ€� noise, such as hot pixels and cosmic ray hi
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CCD Imaging Software 

Use a previous version of the Product if you have received a replacement disk ...... to below 1.0 and adjust until you are happy with the effect in the Preview Image. ...... Often images can be noisy â€“ no matter how good the camera is, it always ad
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KAF-0400 Series CCD nomenclature 

Sep 24, 1999 - The following is a list of the current part numbers for the KAF-0400 series .... Please Fax or Email the following information: â€¢ Name. â€¢ Address.
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